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Bestselling author Jamie Oliver finally devotes an entire book to America's favorite cuisine--Italian!
Italy and its wonderful flavors have always had a major influence on Jamie Oliver's food and cooking. In
Jamie's Italy, he travels this famously gastronomic country paying homage to the classic dishes of each
region and searching for new ideas to bring home. The result is a sensational collection of Italian recipes, old
and new, that will ensure that Italy's influence reaches us all. Italy has inspired Jamie Oliver throughout his
career. His ambition has always been to travel across the country on a quest to capture the very essence of
Italian cooking--and to produce the best and simplest Italian cookbook for everybody anywhere to enjoy.
Jamie's Italy is the result of that journey--and it's a land of plenty. As well as providing more than 120
brand-new recipes for everything from risotto to roasts and spaghetti to stews, structured as traditional
trattoria menus, Jamie takes you all over Italy to cook with and learn from the real masters of Italian cuisine:
the locals. Far from the standard "lemons and olives" version of Italian cooking, Jamie's Italy is a cookbook
by the people for the people. From Sicily to Tuscany, it's about the local fishermen, family bakers, and, of
course, the "Mamas," sharing their recipes and the tips that have gone into their cooking for generations. But
it's not only mouthwatering food that Jamie brings back home: it's also the spirit that makes cooking and
eating absolutely central to family life, whichever part of Italy you're in. Bursting with the warmth and
hospitality of real family life, this is both a superbly accessible cookbook and a unique travelogue and diary,
in which you'll find the authentic flavor of Italy and the people who live there. If you love quality food
prepared with genuine passion--you'll never want to leave Jamie's Italy.
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From reader reviews:

Marie Gambino:

Hey guys, do you really wants to finds a new book to see? May be the book with the name Jamie's Italy
suitable to you? The book was written by well known writer in this era. Often the book untitled Jamie's
Italyis the main of several books this everyone read now. This specific book was inspired many men and
women in the world. When you read this reserve you will enter the new age that you ever know before. The
author explained their idea in the simple way, therefore all of people can easily to comprehend the core of
this reserve. This book will give you a large amount of information about this world now. So you can see the
represented of the world with this book.

Ann Macdonald:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because when you find yourself reading a book especially book
entitled Jamie's Italy your head will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in most aspect that maybe
mysterious for but surely can become your mind friends. Imaging just about every word written in a reserve
then become one application form conclusion and explanation in which maybe you never get prior to. The
Jamie's Italy giving you one more experience more than blown away your brain but also giving you useful
information for your better life on this era. So now let us demonstrate the relaxing pattern at this point is your
body and mind is going to be pleased when you are finished studying it, like winning a casino game. Do you
want to try this extraordinary wasting spare time activity?

Vincent Mickens:

Do you have something that you prefer such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to select book like
comic, brief story and the biggest the first is novel. Now, why not attempting Jamie's Italy that give your fun
preference will be satisfied simply by reading this book. Reading practice all over the world can be said as
the method for people to know world far better then how they react to the world. It can't be mentioned
constantly that reading behavior only for the geeky particular person but for all of you who wants to become
success person. So , for all you who want to start studying as your good habit, you may pick Jamie's Italy
become your own starter.

Douglas Brownlee:

You are able to spend your free time to learn this book this publication. This Jamie's Italy is simple to create
you can read it in the recreation area, in the beach, train as well as soon. If you did not possess much space to
bring the particular printed book, you can buy the actual e-book. It is make you better to read it. You can
save the particular book in your smart phone. Therefore there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you
buy this book.
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